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Preamble
As technologies are introduced and used in clinical practice, what emerges at some point is a set of
best practices. Best practices help guide current and unpracticed users of that technology to reap the full
potential of the technology and enhance the efficiency and process of integrating it into clinical practice for
the benefit of patients. After 20 years of clinical use and more than 60,000 tests, multiple best practices have
emerged. Clinicians from leading centers within the U.S. have crafted the best practices applicable to blood
volume analysis (BVA), interpretation, and application and are sharing those with you within this document.
This Consensus document has gone through multiple iterations over one year. As the applications of BVA
in heart failure patients and beyond continue to expand, more best practices and insights will emerge.
Therefore, the current document is planned as a living document to be updated and expanded regularly.
We are grateful to our Advisory Board members, who have dedicated their time and wisdom to creating this
initial installment of the Consensus document. We look to all who read and use the document to be future
contributors and promote the vision of using BVA to improve healthcare outcomes, improve patient safety,
and reduce the cost of care.
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Background on Blood Volume Analysis
One question that often arises is whether there are
expert guidelines to teach how to use and interpret blood
volume analyses (BVA), accelerate the introduction of
BVA, and support the path to the best outcomes. The
answer is yes!
Many of the earliest clinical users of BVA were based in
academic centers and began the BVA studies in a wide
range of applications and clinical settings. As a result,
a series of practical and key recommendations for best
practices evolved. More than 100 medical publications
detail process and flow learned after extensive
experience. This report condenses this information
into a usable and immediately helpful format. Short
summaries are provided to help with the learning
process by providing an evidence base and a supporting
bibliography. The intent is that this will be a helpful tool
to familiarize each user with BVA best practices and share
them with team members.

Blood Volume Analysis is at the Heart of
Heart Failure
The integrity of a patient’s circulatory system is largely
dictated by cardiac function and the intravascular
volumes defined by plasma volume (PV) and red blood
cell volume (RBCV), which together comprise total blood
volume (TBV). Heart failure (HF) is a complex syndrome
marked by wide heterogeneity and derangements
in intravascular volumes.1-9 While homeostasis in
intravascular volume is generally integrated with other
body fluid compartments (intracellular and interstitial),
even this integration is disrupted in heart failure.1-10
The measurement of blood/plasma volume was used
to study various disease states, with some of the early
work of Gibson and Evans in 1937 using colorimetric
dyes.11 In 1977, several advancements occurred, including
documentation of a bedside procedure using a single
isotope and the creation of a revised nomogram that
allowed individualized patient normative BVA values to
be generated by the Daxor BVA-100® (Blood Volume
Analyzer). This device and procedure have become the
gold standard for blood volume analysis and have been
clinically available, FDA-cleared, and reimbursed in the
inpatient and outpatient settings.12, 15-16
Currently, many sites across the U.S. perform BVA in many
different clinical and research settings, with more than
60,000 BVA tests performed to evaluate blood volume
to date. For HF patients, key metrics provided by BVA
have a proven benefit and value guiding care in the wide
range of HF phenotypes (HFpEF, HFrEF, and mid-range
EF.).16-22 It is important to note, the key BVA metrics of

total intravascular volume and RBCV are fundamental in
evaluating an HF patient but are not quantitatively known
without BVA.

Consensus Report
With more than 20 years of clinical use, careful validation,
and expanded application of BVA in a range of HF
scenarios, expert clinicians and investigators (core user
group) have identified the value in creating a consensus
document. This document will ease the way for centers
to understand the central importance of the precise and
individualized measurements reported, including TBV,
PV, and RBCV, and the associated measurements of a
normalized hematocrit (nHct) and the capillary albumin
transudation rate (TR). Understanding these values is the
first step for a clinical team to get the needed insights into
the patient’s clinical status and create a treatment plan to
improve care and outcomes.
The entire HF syndrome, from the earliest to the more
advanced stages of the disease, BVA may be applied in
clinical practice, quality improvement processes, offices,
clinics, and hospitals across the nation. This document
brings forward the evidence and utility of using BVA in a
wide range of HF scenarios; the goal is to provide distinct
insights into the pathophysiological derangements and
provide actionable steps for treatment and monitoring.
Standardized, “routine” treatment plans are commonly
applied to HF populations; however, HF is a complex
disease process with multiple overlying comorbidities.
Because of this complexity, empiric care plans such as
intravenous diuretic administration based on history or
HF clinical signs and symptoms lack objective data. They
may, in some cases, exacerbate the disease severity.23-26
BVA applied as an early diagnostic in inpatient or
outpatient settings allows a reset in the thoughtful
planning process needed to create an informed care
plan that helps avoid over or under treatment and
prevent risky therapeutic missteps.10,21-22,26

How and Where to Perform BVA
BVA is based on the indicator dilution technique using an
I131 tagged human serum albumin (HSA) tracer combined
with various patented processes and technologies,
including uniquely well-validated patient-specific norming
to deliver a 98% accurate quantitative measurement
of TBV, RBCV, and PV and calculate the volume excess
or deficit versus patient-specific normal expected
volumes.13-14
Following intravenous injection of the tracer at time zero,
a 12-minute diffusion period through the circulation is
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followed by blood draws six minutes apart. The samples
are then centrifuged to separate red cells from plasma.
Finally, plasma aliquots and standards are placed in
the analyzer carousel, generating results within 60-90
minutes. The ease of administration, sampling, and
processing allow BVA to be performed in multiple
settings, including emergency departments, surgical
suites, critical care units, hospital wards, offices, clinics,
ambulatory, and even home care settings. Processing
typically takes place on-site where the BVA analyzer is
installed; however, sample shipment to the Daxor BVA
Reference Lab is also routinely performed.12,15-16

information can help guide specific therapeutic targets
and inform approaches to intravascular volume status.
Importantly, studies directly comparing the BVA
measured RBCV show that the peripheral hematocrit
(pHct) measurement does not accurately predict
RBCV. BVA often identifies unsuspected red blood cell
derangements, including anemia and polycythemia,
impacting HF outcomes.31-42
Fig. 2. Patients with the same hematocrit (Hct) may be highly discordant in 		
true red blood cell volume status

Hematocrit %

What does the BVA Measure and What
Data is Provided in the BVA Test Report
The value of blood volume measurement is delivered
in key metrics that are patient-specific, accurate, and
actionable.12,15,21-22-27-30 A sample BVA report, below,
highlights these metrics:
Blood Volume
Analysis
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Patient Demographics
Patient Name: Smith, John

DOB: 2/25/1944 (77 y/o)

Analyzed On: 7/14/2021 3:20 PM
Type: Non-amputee

Gender: Male

ID: 12345

Height: 67.00 in

Accession: BV123-4

Weight: 223.11 lb

Referring MD: Dr. Johnson

Deviation from Idea Weight: +50.2%

CC: -

Analyst: JM
Injection Lot: 1027
Location: -

Comments:

Adapted from Manzone et al. “Normalized Hematocrit” from Blood Volume Analysis Offers
Enhanced Accuracy over Peripheral Hematocrit in Assessment of Red Blood Cell Volume.
Poster presentation, SNM, 2010.43

Blood Volume Analysis Results
Total Blood Volume
Red Blood Cell Volume
Plasma Volume

BVA
Result
5603 mL
1302 mL
4301 mL

Patient
Ideal
5449 mL
2209 mL
3240 mL

Deviation
From Ideal
Excess/Deficit %
+154 mL
+2.8 Moderate Excess
-907 mL -41.1% Normal Deficit
+1061 mL +32.7% Extreme Excess

5603
5449
4301

3240

Blood Volume Interpretation Guideline

BV, PV Deviation (± %):
RCV Deviation (± %):

Normal
Mild
Moderate
0 to 8 >8 to 16 >16 to 24
0 to 10 >10 to 20 >20 to 30

Severe Extreme
>24 to 32 >32
>30 to 40 >40

1302
BVA (mL)

2209
Ideal (mL)

Additional Analysis
Hematocrit Analysis

mL/kg Analysis

Patient Normal
Result
Male
Peripheral Venous Hct 25.8% 40-46%
Normalized Hct (nHct) 26.5% 40-46%

Total Volume
Plasma Volume
RBC Volume

Patient Normal
Result Ideal
55.4
53.8
42.5
32.0
12.9
21.8

Albumin Transudation
Analysis/Slope (%/min)
Patient
Result
0.28

Reference Range
Normal: 0 to 0.25
Elevated: 0.25 to 0.4
High: 0.4 to 0.5
Very High: >0.5

Report Findings
Copyright©
Daxor
Rights
Reserved.
Blood Volume2021
Analysis
resultCorporation.
indicates patient’sAll
total
blood volume
is moderately hypervolemic, with a moderate excess of +1190 mL or +22.0% from ideal; plasma

volume is extremely hypervolemic, with an extreme excess of +1194 mL or +37.1% from ideal; red blood cell volume is normal volemic, with a normal deficit of -4 mL
or -0.2%

Additional Comments:

Excess/Deficit %
Physician Signature
Degree
of volume
derangement relative
to calculated patientspecific norms.

Hematocrit Analysis
Date
Normalized Hct
what the hematocrit
would be if TBV
was normal by
only correcting the
plasma volume.

Albumin
Time
Transudation
Slope
Provides the rate at
which the albumin
transudates out of
the circulation through
the capillary bed.

Technical Notes: This Blood Volume Analysis was performed by the radiopharmaceutical tracer dilution technique utilizing a calibrated dose of Volumex (HSA I-131) at 25
μCi, separate timed blood samples, measured hematocrits and a regression analysis to time zero. Corrections for plasma packing (0.99) and the ratio of whole body hematocrit
to venous hematocrit (ƒ=0.91) are incorporated. Sample analysis consists of an evaluation of separate blood volume collection points compared to a matched standard with
mathematical evaluation of consistency. Sample analysis evaluation is reported as acceptable or unacceptable with a standard deviation of less than 3.9% being acceptable.
The sample analysis of this report is 0.559% and is acceptable. nHct is the theoretical hematocrit that would result if the patient’s plasma volume were adjusted to achieve a
normal total blood volume. Ideal Values based on Feldschuh, J and Enson, Y. Prediction of the normal blood volume: Relation of blood volume to body habitus. Circulation.
1977;56:605-612.
Key: ** = data cannot be calculated, - = data missing, * = data out of range,
= see amputee guidance.

The BVA-100 test report provides a comprehensive
overview of TBV, PV, and RBCV status unique for each
patient. In HF patients, large, often unexpected, volume
variations are common.1-10 The variation from the patientspecific norms is reported in milliliters (ml) and as a
percentage of excess or deficit, providing a quantitative
evaluation of the degree of derangements.12,15 This

Normalized Hematocrit (nHct)
The hematocrit (Hct) analysis compares the pHct to a
unique metric, the normalized hematocrit (nHct). For
example, the nHct would be the Hct if TBV were adjusted
to normal by adjusting the PV. The nHct is a crucial part of
determining the true derangement of RBC, such as true
anemia versus dilutional anemia and true polycythemia.
In addition, the nHct allows evaluation of the RBCV as it
relates to the TBV and PV.43
The pHct, as first described, relates the PV and RBCV and
expresses the relationship as a ratio or fraction; in healthy
individuals, the red cells typically comprise 40-45% of
the blood volume. This relationship can be obtained with
a peripheral finger stick but only detects the ratio RBC
to PV and not the RBCV.44-45 Clinical underestimations
of the actual red cell volumes can greatly influence
patients’ signs, symptoms, functional status, and
prognosis. Furthermore, the nHct is extremely valuable
in monitoring hemoconcentration and hence guiding
diuretic strategies; movement of a pHct towards a target
nHct guides normalizing an expanded TBV/PV.35
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Fig. 3. Realtime hematocrit monitoring during ultrafiltration therapy

Time is represented on the x-axis and hematocrit (Hct) data on the y-axis. The baseline
and target Hct, which are derived from blood volume analysis, are represented by
dashed lines. As ultrafiltration (UF) progresses and the plasma refill rate falls below the
UF rate, Hct begins to rise. In response, the UF rate is gradually reduced in a step-wise
fashion and ultimately stopped once the target Hct has been achieved. Reproduced from
Saltzberg MT, Blood Volume Analysis Coupled with Ultrafiltration in the Management
of Congestive Hear Failure-Guided Therapy to Achieve Euvolemia. US Cardiology
2010;7(1):72-75.28

peptide biomarkers, etc.) do not provide actual volume
status. Furthermore, they are neither sensitive nor specific
indicators of actual volume status. Surrogates are unable
to provide the true red cell volume nor the albumin
transudation measure that the BVA provides.39,46-60 Most
clinical signs (i.e. edema, lung rales, hepatomegaly)
and symptoms (dyspnea, bendopnea, early satiety) are
related more to interstitial volume expansion and thus
have similarly lacked useful correlation with simultaneous
BVA measurement.23-24,61-63
Fig. 4. 1500 simultaneous measurements of blood volume and central
venous pressure

Set a Rational Target by the Normalized
Hct, then Monitor Diuresis Adequacy by
the Peripheral Hct

Albumin Transudation Rate (TR)
The BVA test report also captures the rate of albumin
transudation, the rate at which the albumin transudates
out of circulation through the capillary bed. The TR is a
key circulation function, and albumin is the lead carrier
protein for hundreds of important ligands and supports
health. A rate of approximately 0.25% per minute is
considered normal and is one of the unique metrics
on the BVA report. In a patient with increased capillary
permeability, this rate may increase. An increased TR
has been associated with worsening clinical outcomes in
certain disease states.46-49

Superiority of BVA Measurement to Indirect
or Surrogate Estimates of Blood Volume
Recognizing the critical role of knowing intravascular
and red cell volumes, clinicians have long attempted to
correlate various clinical signs and symptoms seen in HF
and several laboratories and diagnostic measurements
with direct BVA measurements. Multiple studies have
shown that surrogate or indirect measures for volume
status (such as heart pressure indices, heart rate, cardiac
output, stroke volume, hemoglobin/hematocrit, blood
pressure, ultrasound, clinical assessment, and natriuretic

Heterogeneous cohort of 188 ICU patients demonstrating no association between
these two variables (r=0.27). The correlation between ΔCVP and change in blood
volume was 0.1 (r2=0.01). This Study demonstrates that patients with a low CVP may
have volume overload and likewise patients with a high CVP may be volume depleted.
Adapted from Shippy CR, et al. Reliability of clinical monitoring to assess blood volume
in critically ill patients. Crit Care Med. 1984;12(2):107-112. doi:10.1097/00003246198402000-0000539

Fig. 5. Brain-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) as predictor of blood volume

y=-4.7762x + 975.22
R2= 0.0073
BNP (PG/ML)

Decreased RBCV may worsen HF patient status in
multiple ways, including decreased oxygen tissue delivery
and decreased intravascular oncotic pressure.46 It is
increasingly clear that anemia and polycythemia in HF
patients is a significant comorbidity that can and must be
identified and addressed during hospital admissions.30-41

BV %
Relationship between BNP and BV. Takahishi EA, et al. Brain-type natriuretic pepetide
and right ventricular end-diastolic volume index measurements are imprecise
estimates of circulating blood volume in critically ill subjects. J Trauma Acute Care Surg.
20013;75(5):813-818. doi:10.1097/TA.0b013e3182a85f3a59

Mandates to Measure Blood Volume and
Red Cell Volume in Heart Failure Patients
For nearly 20 years, patients with HF undergoing BVA
testing have demonstrated clinically unanticipated
and wide-ranging variability in TBV, PV, and RBCV. In
populations clinically suspected to be hypervolemic,
BVA has detected significant deviations in intravascular
volume, which include normovolemia, hypovolemia, and
varying degrees of hypervolemia. Thus, the BVA provides
clinicians with actionable targets for their treatment
4

plans. Additionally, similar variation has been observed
in stable, mildly, or asymptomatic ambulatory HF
patients, aside from significant deviations in hospitalized
inpatients.
For nearly two decades, Guidelines for HF have called
for and provided Level I recommendations to evaluate a
patient’s “volume status” at each clinical encounter. For
hospitalized patients, the initial evaluation of volume
status informs the initial and subsequent treatment plans
and, as such, sets the course for post-acute care and
subsequent risk of readmission.64-67
A recent 2019 American College of Cardiology (ACC)
Expert Consensus Decision Pathway for Hospitalized HF
patients repeatedly calls out the importance of volume
measurement and its tightly connected role in crafting a
treatment approach.67
Additionally, the contribution and mandate to identify
and treat iron deficiency anemia (IDA) in HFrEF patients
upon hospital discharge have proven safe and positively
impacted further HF hospitalizations.68-69 Yet, while IV iron
replacement addresses the iron deficiency syndrome, it
does not restore a significantly depleted RBCV. Ongoing
and future clinical trials of anemia in HF would be
strengthened by using BVA-derived RBCV as the key
metric to identify true anemia and provide a threshold
for treatment rather than general, population-based
treatment triggers.70-73

Consensus Statements
Expert Panel Guidance on Initiating or Expanding
BVA Use in Clinical Practice/Expert Panel Consensus
Statements
Experienced and expert clinicians and educators
who have incorporated and studied BVA within their
research and clinical practices have identified the need
to summarize and bring forward key topics to increase
awareness of the value, clinical utility, and costeffectiveness of BVA. That is the focus of this Consensus
document.
Organization of the Statements. These statements
support several key areas of BVA testing and its
applications. The following topic is used to provide focus
and flow to each key consensus statement:
1. What is BVA?
2. What does BVA allow us to do?
3. Who is appropriate for BVA?
4. When to do BVA?
5. How to use BVA (phenotypes)?

6. How NOT to use BVA?
7. Where to do BVA (inpatient/outpatient/ambulatory)?
8. What about red blood cells?
9. What Value does BVA bring to Value-Based Care and
Healthcare Economics?

Key Consensus Statements (1-10)
What is BVA?
STATEMENT 1
BVA provides a 98% accurate measure of congestion and
intravascular volumes – informing optimal individualized
treatment pathways.12-15 Indirect measures of BV are
neither sensitive nor specific to intravascular blood
or red cell volume and do not provide the accuracy or
precision of direct measurement with BVA.21-22,38-42,5060
Indirect measures do not provide actionable steps
towards managing decongestion or evaluating and
treating anemia. Furthermore, while indirect measures
do not correlate well with intravascular volumes, they can
contribute to an overall clinical picture of hemodynamics.
for example, when considering the need to measure and
address each of the intravascular volumes, BVA is unique
in quantifying critical volumes – and cannot be replaced
by a surrogate or indirect measure

What does BVA Allow Us to Do?
STATEMENT 2
The BVA report provides key measurements that create
an actionable BVA phenotype to achieve the target
of euvolemia – normal blood volume and component
volumes of red cells and plasma.1-9,16-22,27-28 A stepwise
approach in considering each metric adds precision to
planning an optimal treatment pathway. It also assures
that key information is not overlooked, which may impact
the next steps and accurate therapeutics.

Who is Appropriate for BVA?
STATEMENT 3
BVA is appropriate across the entire HF spectrum,
including NYHA functional classes I-IV in symptomatic and
asymptomatic patients with HFrEF and HFpEF. Regardless
of etiology structure or function, BVA provides otherwise
unrecognized outcome-related insights.1-10,16-25,27-29-36
Numerous studies have shown that volume derangement
of TBV and component volumes of plasma and red
cells are common in both ambulatory and hospitalized
patients with HF and acute decompensated HF.1-10 Studies
also show that HF patients discharged from the hospital
are often significantly volume deranged despite weight
loss and clinical assessment of euvolemia and symptom
relief leading to worsening outcomes.9,18-19,29 Volume
derangement is common and often unrecognized.1-10
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Research demonstrates that clinicians miscategorize
volume status in 50% of patients.3,7,21,63 Data from
populations as diverse as hypertension patients,
mechanical circulatory support (MCS) patients with
LVADs, hospitalized and ambulatory HF patients show
significant volume derangement and heterogeneity of
volume status.1-9,74-80
Many clinicians have found BVA of great value in their
“difficult” patients. They have struggled to understand
why the patient was still failing, being readmitted, or
rapidly headed for ventricular support, transplant,
or palliative care. Unfortunately, these “difficult”
patients are the tip of the iceberg. Multiple studies
have demonstrated that most patients have consistent,
unrecognized variances in volumes.1-9,16,18-25,27,29,31-36
Inpatients and outpatients across the HF spectrum,
including those treated to “dry weight” or clinically
assessed euvolemic using standard of care
approaches, display wide residual derangements in
BVA measurements; these derangements ultimately
predict increased risk for hospital admission or
readmission.1-10,19,23-24,29,36,75 The derangements include
both PV and RBCV.1-10,18-22-24,29,32-33,36 Additionally, in a
cohort of stable, non-edematous ambulatory patients,
data demonstrated hypovolemia in (5%). Physical
findings in these patients were rare and were not
related to blood volume. However, importantly, residual
hypervolemia was found in 65% of patients.3,7 The finding
of hypotension related to residual hypervolemia impacts
patient functional status and the ability to optimize goaldirected medical therapy (GDMT).81 The BVA measured
hypervolemia was associated with a greatly increased risk
of death or urgent cardiac transplantation risk.3,7,82-83
Recently, teams managing large LVAD programs have
looked at BVA results in patients clinically stable after
short, medium, and longer-term LVAD support and have
found similar derangements in blood PV and RBCV.76-80

Fig. 6. Impact of anemia or hypervolemia at discharge on 30-day read
mission rates in hospitalized heart failure (HF) patients

Table 1. Blood volume variances across the heart failure spectrum

Copyright© 2021 Daxor Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

Volume adjustment and optimization is a key feature
of homeostasis and is a repeated guideline-level
recommendation for all patients28-31 – accurate and
precise volume measurement with BVA is the optimal
diagnostic to inform care.

When to Perform a BVA and Evidence
of Benefit?
STATEMENT 4
In hospitalized patients with decompensated heart
failure (ADHF), early performance and BVA-guided
treatment improve outcomes related to both mortality
and readmission. The sooner the patient is accurately
diagnosed, the faster they will be correctly
treated.6,15-17,33-34,40,48,73-74
Lessons learned from a recently published study, with the
hypothesis of using BVA-guided therapy, found that early
BVA performance provides clinicians with patient-specific
information related to blood volumes informing optimal
treatment plans, avoiding early missteps, and positively
impacting patient outcomes. The recently published
retrospective outcome analysis of 245 consecutive
acute heart failure admissions with mixed ejection
fractions compared with propensity-matched controls
explored the insights around volume heterogeneity
using BVA measurement at hospital admission to create
and guide in-hospital care. This study demonstrated
both heterogeneity of volume status, and significantly
improved outcomes with BVA-guided treatment: 82%
reduction in 30-day mortality (2.0% vs. 11.1%; p < 0.001),
and 56% reduction in 30-day readmissions (12.2% vs.
27.7%; p < 0.001).17-19
Fig. 7. Blood volume analysis significantly reduced heart failure mortality
& readmissions

nHct, or normalized Hct, is adjusted for plasma volume to reflect true RBCV. Not shown:
polycythemia (n=1); neither was readmitted. Reproduced with permission from Droogan
CJ, et al. 30-day readmissions associated with persistent congestion or anemia at
discharge in the first heart failure (HF) cohort (n=47) to receive blood volume analysis
(BVA) at Lakenau Medical Center. Poster presented at: 20th Annual Scientific Meeting of
the Heart Failure Society of America (HFSA); Sep 17-20, 2016; Orlando, FL.,USA. 29

82%

56%

86%

30-Day
Mortality Rate

30-Day
Readmission
Rate

1- Year Mortality
Rate

(P<0.001)

(P<0.001)

(P<0.001)

Propensity matched control trial in community hospital | n=245, Mixed HFpEF/HFrEF
Adapted from Strobeck et al. JACC Heart Fail. 2018;6(11):940-94817
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So be it in the Emergency Department (ED), an Intensive
care unit (ICU), or general care unit (GCU), all clinical
teams, including Hospitalists, Resident based teams,
Fellows, and Cardiologists, can apply the key information
about a patient using BVA metrics. Hospitalized patients
are critically ill, and delays or early missteps impact
patient outcomes significantly.21-22,27,35,38-39,57,82
Hospitalization for HF is at once a biomarker for disease
severity and disease progression and a phase that carries
a significant impact on short and long-term morbidity,
readmission, and impact on mortality.83-86 Additionally,
hospitalization is a primary driver of HF and health care
costs. Despite nearly 40 years of therapeutic innovations,
HF admission remains a pain point for all centers
providing care for HF patients. Admission of patients
with symptomatic HF, while often attributed to advanced
disease severity or non-compliance with medications
or dietary restrictions, is missing the key piece in
understanding how best to manage these patients. The
core understanding of their intravascular volume status is
an initial diagnostic step in creating a treatment plan.110,16,18-19,23-24,27,31,33-35,41,56

How to Use BVA Phenotypes?
STATEMENT 5
Identifying the BVA phenotype allows clinicians to
create guideline-directed treatment pathways to
improve patient outcomes. Previous and current HF
guideline statements identify as fundamental, primordial
steps to identify volume status and anemia; without BVA,
neither can be done with precision.63-66
Fig. 8. Blood volume analysis phenotype guidance

signs and biomarkers are not measures of intravascular
volume nor sufficient for optimal discharge
readiness.16,21-22,27,36-39,40-42,49-59
Care teams which incorporate BVA as “another signal”
to be considered among their existing indirect metrics
of volume status achieve sub-optimal outcomes as
BVA is 98% accurate and other tests have minimal to
zero correlation with volume. Typical examples include
teams which ignore BVA results which contradict RH
Cath measures or clinical symptoms of overload such
as JVP or edema or rely on weight loss for sufficiency
of diuresis.3,7,23-24,27,32,35,62 It is precisely those instances
where BVA provides the unique clinical insight which
contradicts those metrics that lead to better treatment
pathways – a 98% accurate measure should not be
weighed equally with indirect measures of little to
no accuracy. If the BVA indicates a volume status that
contradicts hemodynamic pressures or clinical signs,
BVA is the accurate guide, always.21-22,38,49-50,56,59 However,
when BVA shows euvolemia and hemodynamics are
elevated, an optimal choice of therapy for dilator
adjustment is the natural and optimal care pathway,
informed by a correct use of both diagnostic tests.
Patients having received standard HF hospitalization care
and considered to be euvolemic at discharge may still be
volume deranged.3,7,18-19,23-24,29 While a favored approach
in performing the BVA, teams looking at a discharge BVA
in patients whom they felt were optimized during a HF
admission found considerable residual derangements in
volume excess and red blood cell volume deficit in the
BVA done at discharge; both derangements contributed
to early readmission and mortality.17-19,27 (See Lankenau
Figure above)

Where to Do BVA (Inpatient/Outpatient/
Ambulatory)?

Copyright© 2021 Daxor Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

How NOT to Use BVA?
STATEMENT 6
There is a right way and a wrong way to integrate BVA
with other clinical tests to optimize patient care. BVA
results must be recognized as the guiding determinant
of volume status. Pressure is not volume, and clinical

STATEMENT 7
Large opportunities exist to manage patients in an
outpatient heart failure care structure, including physician
or nurse-led programs, clinics, and advanced heart failure
ambulatory settings, and participation in ongoing clinical
studies. BVA-guided management is a unique diagnostic
for a variety of scenarios seen in outpatients, including,
but not limited to, new patient evaluation, post-acute
care visits, optimizing patient’s volume, and RBCV
prior to referral for advanced HF therapies, including
left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) or implantable
hemodynamic monitors. Several studies (MOVE-HF, VA-HF
study, and Duke University Medical Center) are underway
quantifying further the benefit of optimizing patient
care with BVA to initiate and better titrate indicated and
life-saving guideline-directed management.87 Also under
7

study, Geisinger Medical Center is looking at the impact of
a BVA-centered ambulatory approach to delimit hospital
admission/readmission and lengthen patients’ days alive
and out of the hospital.

the patient’s blood and contribute to hyperviscosity
and thrombosis. Euvolemia for these patients can only
be achieved through addressing the overload in both
components of the BV, PV and RBCV.3,5-6,8,27,31-32,34-35

Due to the ability to obtain samples with a single
venipuncture and obtain actionable results within 60
minutes, the BVA test can be performed in any situation
or location where precise information on a patient’s
intravascular volume will improve clinical decision-making
patient outcomes.12-15

STATEMENT 9
Interest in the complex interaction of “anemia” in HF
patients has had several iterations. Still, investigation
has been hindered using pHct/Hgb as a proxy measure
for the RBCV of the patient populations studied. The
interest comes, understandably, from the relationship of
anemia to worsening HF outcomes and its role in disease
progression. An early linkage of “anemia” defined by
a low Hgb or Hct, measured from a peripheral venous
sample, triggered early investigators to correct the
laboratory finding with a combination of erythrocyte
stimulating agents (ESA’s) or IV iron replacement.68-69 This
approach led to the development of large-scale clinical
trials exploring the use of ESA’s only.70-73 However, lack of
substantially improved outcomes, adverse events, and
concern over thrombotic events tempered interest in
focus on anemia.

What About Red Blood Cells? ANEMIA AND
POLYCYTHEMIA
STATEMENT 8
Differentiating between true and dilutional anemia
is a key differential diagnosis to optimize HF
treatment.15,25,27,30-36,41-42,82 HF patients are routinely PV
deranged and, with even mild decrements in RBCV,
homeostatic mechanisms rapidly increase the PV in an
attempt to restore a normal intravascular volume and
perfusion pressure.1-9 These shifts in PV dramatically
disrupt normal ratios between red blood cells and PV and
misleading measured hematocrit values.
The BVA report provides a Hct analysis that compares
the pHct to a unique metric, the nHct.12,42 The nHct
would be the target Hct if TBV were adjusted to normal
by changing the PV. The BVA allows for evaluation of the
RBCV in relation to the TBV/PV and provides a useful
individualized target for treatment. For hypervolemic
patients, the added value of the nHct is; unless RBCVs
have been adjusted (transfusion, EPO, etc.) clinicians can
more safely target the nHct to guide effectiveness and
adequacy of diuretic strategies.
Fig. 9. Marked heterogeneity in volume overload profiles

Used with publisher & author permission from, Miller WL. Assessment and
Management of Volume Overload and Congestion in Chronic Heart Failure: Can
Measuring Blood Volume Provide New Insights? Kidney Dis (Basel). 2016;2(4):164-169.
doi:10.1159/0004505261

Further, for the patient who is hypervolemic and
polycythemic, BVA alerts to the risk of only addressing
the PV status, which may further hemoconcentrate

Recently several smaller and now larger clinical trials
explored the role of IV iron regardless of laboratory
measures of anemia.67,79 The most accurate,
personalized, and meaningful measurement of anemia
is the patient-specific RBCV which BVA uniquely
provides. The ability of the BVA algorithms to correct
for expanded PV is important due to the compensatory
response to anemia and the expanded volume related
to the HF state.42

What Value Does BVA Bring to Value-Based
Care and Healthcare Economics?
STATEMENT 10
BVA is highly cost-effective and is covered by both
private and public insurance, cost-effectively delivering
optimal care to the populations of patients with HF.
Due to the enormous cost of care for both hospitalized
and ambulatory HF patients, many strategies have been
implemented by clinicians and payers of healthcare
costs. Similarly, multiple drugs and devices have been
envisioned to interrupt the cycle of HF.81,88-89 Despite
these, HF continues its cycle of pain, suffering, and cost.
A recent health economic analysis was performed on
a cohort of HF patients (HFrEF and HFpEF) admitted to
a hospital with initial early BVA; care was targeted to
manage PV and RBCV. The clinical outcomes in BVAguided patients were dramatically improved compared
to a propensity-matched cohort when these outcomes
included early and late hospital readmissions and 1-year
mortality.90
8

In HF, one of the largest cost-drivers of the national
healthcare system, found the use of BVA showed an
“extremely cost-effective,” incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio (ICER) of $10,200 over a 30-year simulation.
BVA was 80% less costly than other therapies that are
considered “good value” by common quality metrics. In
addition to the cost savings, the data revealed an average
life extension of 2.32 quality-adjusted life years (QALYs).
The authors also found a 12% reduction in mortality and
readmission (HR = 0.88).90
For all scenarios considered, the ICER values were far
below the threshold of $50,000, which is generally
taken to represent good value for health care, including
scenarios in which the hazard ratio improvement due
to blood volume analysis-guided treatment is as little
as 12%.90 The additional cost of the test itself is small
(comparable to other much less impactful diagnostic
measurements currently undertaken). Indeed, BVA can
also provide early insight and direction that may reduce
the application of many more expensive therapies for
certain patients, identify better candidates for some of
the treatments, and slow and prevent disease progression
with the knowledge of BVA vital metrics.

the report may go directly into an electronic medical
record system, come in as a facsimile, or be entered
manually by the technologist. Teams should be aware of
the full report content as every aspect of the report is
designed to simplify and guide accurate interpretation.
In HF patients with implanted LVADs, significant
heterogeneity of intravascular blood volume and red
cell volume is common and often not apparent without
BVA measurement.76-80 Many centers have found it
useful to record clinical evaluation of a patient’s volume
status before reviewing results from the BVA and then
comparing them to clinical evaluation determinants.21-22
These centers then document how often the enhanced
accuracy results in a different clinical pathway. This
approach is an active learning process and leads the
team to trust and value BVA results which are the gold
standard of accuracy.

In an era focused sharply on value-based care, it is
apparent that a low cost yet, precise diagnostic, providing
critical metrics that are immediately actionable, describes
the essence of value-based care.91-92 For heart failure,
inpatient and outpatient opportunities to use BVA as the
foundational diagnostic for value-based care programs
abound across the entire HF spectrum.42
Fig. 10. Retrospective analysis in hospitalized heart failure patients
n=245, Mixed HFpEF/HFrEF

Blood volume-guided treatment was found to be extremely cost effective in a cohort of
hospitalized heart failure patients. Adapted and used with permission from: Strobeck
et al. Cost-effectiveness Analysis of Early Blood Volume-Guided Management in
Hospitalized Heart Failure Patients. Abstract Presented at: 24th Annual Scientific Meeting
of the Heart Failure Society of America (HFSA); Sep 30 - Oct 6, 2020:Virtual90

Advice for Teams
It is useful to review the BVA report as a team and have
a standardized approach to interpretation and sharing
the results.17-18,21,74 By consulting with experienced
users to assist with understanding and using the
measurements provided by BVA, protocols can be
developed to guide treatment and ensure that the
entire care team agrees with treatment goals. Some
teams have employed a weekly session to review tests
done over the last few days. Depending on the center,
9
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